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About This Game

It’s 1930. After an inadvertent brush with the mafia, cabdriver Tommy Angelo is reluctantly thrust into the world of organized
crime. Initially, he is uneasy about falling in with the Salieri family, but soon the rewards become too big to ignore. As he rises
through the ranks, the paydays keep getting bigger, but the jobs get even dirtier. Tommy may ultimately earn the respect of the

Salieris, but becoming a Made Man will leave him more conflicted than ever with the new life he has chosen.

Experience New Heaven

Explore more than 12 square miles of New Heaven, a quintessential 1930's American city based on historic Depression-era
architecture and culture.

Authentic Story and Action-packed Gameplay

Play more than 20 thrilling missions inspired by events from the 1930’s. Rise through the ranks of the Salieri family from foot-
soldier to Made Man, taking on mob hits, car chases, bootlegging, shootouts, bank robberies and more.

Era-inspired Vehicles and Weapons

As a daring getaway driver, get behind the wheel of more than 60 historically-inspired cars featuring realistic physics and real-
time damage.

Complete those grittier jobs with more than a dozen weapons at your disposal. Choose from baseball bats, sawed-off shotguns,
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magnums and the renowned Tommy gun to deal with any wise guy who dares to cross you.

Note: This rerelease of Mafia has an edited soundtrack and does not include any licensed music.
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best game ever.. Hello friends! I just finished the original MAFIA 1 game. I found the game quite fun, even if i did run into a
couple bugs. The setting is in the 1930's America in a town called new heaven. Anyways, here is my pro\/con list.

NOTE: This review was done with no mods. This review is for the Steam version of MAFIA 1. This is a vanilla version.

PROs:

-Set in the 1930 era during the end of prohibition and when the mafia was very active.

-Great storyline featuring mafia thugs and mafia fights.

-There are also great looking cars in the game that look like they belong in that era.

CONs:

- No controller support in game. In order to use a controller, you need to use a third party program. I used keyboard and mouse
myself. I found no problems with them except the racing part of the game..

-No achievemetns. There is technically no achievements for this game, so achievement hunters will not like this. This fact does
not bother me, but i need to put it as a negative.

- Some bugs found in game.

- Original music and game has been dumbdowned due to licensing issues with music and such.

RECOMMENDED: I really enjoy games that take place in historical acurate era's. Although not fully accurante, i love the
1930's asthetics and cars in this game. Also, how the gangesters refer to a gun as a "Heater" or women as "Dame's".. I
don\u2019t feel nostalgic about this game, because I first run it a month ago. So let\u2019s talk about how to play Mafia in
present days.

Story and atmosphere are really great even now. Open world is absolutely empty, but game isn\u2019t like GTA at all. It\u2019s
more like Driver series from PS1, where city is only a decoration for missions.

And here is a huge difference between Mafia and GTA. Mafia is story-driven game. In main game you just complete all
missions one after one. And free ride is totally different game mode.

Graphics here like from early PS2 games and you can use to it. But if you want, you can install Remastered mod for HI-Res
texture. By the way, I highly recommend you restore all music with mods or you will play in deadly silence.

I had a lot of fun with this game and I have a lot to say. But I don\u2019t want ruin your first impression talking too much. So, if
you like atmosphere of the \u201930s and want to know, why everyone said that this game had one of the best stories in
videogames - Mafia is your choice.. It's another master piece of a game, great story and excellent gameplay and it's a true Mafia
game just like any Mafia movie but with it's own style, a great game that I highly recommend 10\/10. A mehish game tbh
Its not bad for its age but its nowhere near mafia 2 and 3
I don't mind graphics but controls (especially in cars) are bad enough to rip my veins out
i rate it 4 out of 10 taxi drivers and 2 veins ripped out in the race mission. good one
deserves a remake
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